Abstract. Independent isotopic yields for elements from Zn to La in 25-MeV proton-induced fission of nat U were determined with the JYFLTRAP facility. In addition, isotopic yields for Zn, Ga, Rb, Sr, Zr, Pd and Xe in 50-MeV proton-induced fission of nat U were measured. The deduced isotopic yield distributions are compared with a Rubchenya model, GEF model with universal parameters and the semiempirical Wahl model. Of these, the Rubchenya model gives the best overall agreement with the obtained data. Combining the isotopic yield data with mass yield data to obtain the absolute independent yields was attempted. The result depends on the mass yield distribution.
Introduction
A thorough characterization of the fission process requires a knowledge of the yield distributions of the fission fragments. In addition to understanding the fission dynamics, the data on yield distributions are important for optimising the production of neutron-rich nuclei in nuclear structure studies at existing facilities such as the IGISOL (Ion Guide Isotope Separator On-Line) [1] at the Accelerator laboratory of the University of Jyvaskyla, as well as simulating future ISOL-based radioactive beam facilities such as EURISOL [2] . Fission yield data are needed also for the development of the so-called Generation IV nuclear reactors [3] .
The most complete description of the fission yield distributions is the independent fission product yields Y(A, Z), the fractions of specific nuclides produced directly (not via radioactive decay of precursors) in fission [4] . Since the fission fragments evaporate neutrons in less than 10 −15 s, they are not directly detected in experiments. The experimentally observed nuclei are fission products, defined as secondary fragments after the particle emission but before beta decay. Other fission yields are the cumulative yields -fractions of specific nuclides produced in fission, directly and via decay of precursors -the chain yields and the mass (number) yields. The chain yields are defined as the cumulative yield of the last member of the radioactive decay chain, the mass yields as the sum of all independent yields of a particular mass chain. The difference between the chain and mass yields results from the beta delayed neutron emission. The difference is significant only for few mass chains, in particular A=84,85,136 [4] . From experimental point of view it can be said that radiochemical methods (e.g. in ref. [5] ) measure the chain yields, fission experiments in scattering chambers [6, 7] where the mass determination takes place in hundreds of nanoseconds, measure the mass yields.
In the experiments described in this article the independent isotopic yields of fission products were established. The measured yields are independent with respect to beta decay. Because of the experimental reservations, the yields are determined relative to those of isotopes of the same element.
A measurement of the independent yield of a nuclide requires that it is observed and identified. A fission product can be recognised as an ion, or by following its radioactive decay. A major challenge is that over 500 different nuclei are produded in fission, of which about a half has a half-life shorter than 1 second. The large diversity of products limits the feasibility of the decay spectroscopy without pre-selection, which can be achieved by chemical (selection of Z) or physical means (selection of A with an isotope separator). The short-lived species form a technical challenge for both chemical and physical selection that cannot always be overcome. After separation, gamma ray spectroscopy is the most applicable for recognizing the decays; deducing the number of fission procucts from the gamma ray peak intensities requires good knowledge on the decay properties.
The ion guide technique [8, 9] based mass separation is well suited for fission yield studies. It is universal in the sense it can produce an ion beam of any element within a few milliseconds. Fission yields have been determined by ion-guide based isotope separation combined with gamma-ray spectroscopy for proton-induced fission of 238 U in Jyväskylä [10] [11] [12] , in Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium [13] [14] [15] [16] , and in Sendai, Japan [17, 18] , for protoninduced fission of 232 Th in Sendai [19] , for deuterium-and fast neutron-induced fission in Jyväskylä [12, 20] and for alpha-induced fission of 238 U in Lyon, France [21] . Alternatively, the ions of fission products can be observed directly. Gas filled detectors around the fissioning target have been used in total (neutron-induced) fission cross section measurements [22, 23] and fission product angular distribution measurements [24] . Their resolution is not however sufficient to identify all the fission products by Z and A. Measuring simultaneously the velocity (from the time-of-flight) and energy of the fission products allows determining the mass number of fission products [6, 7, 25] .
The fission products can be decisively identified on the basis of their mass. The mass resolving power of an ordinary isotope separator is seldom sufficient for this purpose. The Lohengrin recoil mass separator at ILL for unstopped thermal neutron-induced fission products [26] allows recognising the nuclear species up to Z < 42 and consequently determining the independent yields for the light fission products; for heavy fission products, decay spectroscopic techniques have to be utilised.
During the last decade, Penning traps have become a widely used analysis tool in nuclear physics laboratories. One particular application of a Penning trap is to use it as a high precision mass filter. A mass resolving power (MRP) m/∆m ≈ 10 5 , provided easily with Penning traps, is sufficient to unambiguously identify most isotopes based on their mass. At the IGISOL facility [27, 1] the ion identifying capability of JYFLTRAP [28] has been combined with the ion guide technique to produce a clean ion beam of any element. The combination allows the extraction of independent isotopic yield distributions. The method has been described in detail earlier in refs. [29] [30] [31] .
In this article, the yield measurements of 25 MeV protoninduced fission of natural uranium are described, and the independent isotopic fission yields for elements from Zn (Z= 30) to La (Z=57) are given. In addition, a few isotopic yield distributions for 50 MeV proton-induced fission are presented. The data were obtained in experiments performed at IGISOL-3 [27] and completed later at IGISOL-4 [1] . A serious effort to convert the independent isotopic fission yield distributions to absolute independent fission yields in 25 MeV proton-induced fission is made.
Experimental techniques and data analysis
The independent isotopic fission yields were determined using a technique based on the unambiguous identification of the fission products by mass utilizing a Penning trap. The method is described in detail in ref. [29] .
After the experiments described in ref. [29] , the IGISOL facility has been updated to IGISOL-4 [1] . The fission yield measurements with 25 MeV protons were completed at the renovated facility. In the more recent measurements, an automated control of the dipole magnet of the IGISOL mass separator was employed. This has some impact on the way the experiments are executed, and, consequently, on the data analysis. In the new facility, better understanding of the appearance of the ion beams of the naturally occurring stable isotopes and their impact on the fission yield measurements has been gained. These findings are discussed in section 2.1.
Fission was induced by 1 -4 µA beams of 25 MeV or 50 MeV protons from the K130 cyclotron. The target, a 10 mm by 50 mm piece of 15 mg/cm 2 thick uranium foil was located in the fission ion guide of the IGISOL mass separator [27, 1] . The energy loss of protons in the target is 1.0 MeV at 25 MeV, and 0.6 MeV at 50 MeV, thus the fission is induced by practically monoenergetic protons. Natural uranium targets consists typically of 99.3 % of 238 U and 0.7 % of 235 U. The total proton-induced fission cross section for both isotopes is of the order of 1.4 barn at 25 MeV, thus, contribution from 238 U dominates the proton-induced fission yield disrtibution. The contribution of the neutron-induced fission can be considered negligible. The fast neutrons from fission induce of the order of 10x10 6 fissions per each µC of primary proton beam, which needs to be compared to 20x10
9 proton-induced fissions per µC of primary proton beam. The target is so thin that the fission neutrons escape before they are slowed down to thermal energies. The most significant source of thermal neutrons is the beam dump 3 meters downstream of the target. An upper limit estimation of thermal neutron flux yields to less than 1000 thermal neutron-induced fissions of 235 U in the nat U target per µC of proton beam.
In the ion guide technique [8, 9] , the reaction products are ionized in the nuclear reactions, fission in this case. They recoil out of the target as ions, which are stopped in helium buffer gas. The charge state of the originally highly charged ions lowers rapidly, until the fission products cannot strip any more electrons from helium atoms. The majority of the reaction products stopped in helium remain as 1+ ions long enough to be transported with the helium flow to a differential pumping section, where they are guided by a sextupole ion beam guide, SPIG [32] , to a magnetic mass separator. A self-focusing 55
• Scandinavian type dipole magnet is used to disperse the masses with a MRP m/∆m ≈ 500. At IGISOL-3, the ions with mass number A were selected by a 7 mm wide slit, and at IGISOL-4 with a variable slit width set to 10 mm. The selected ions are directed to a linear quadrupole radiofrequency cooler and buncher (RFQ) [33] [34] [35] , where they were collected for up to a few hundreds of milliseconds.
The collected ions are released as a 10 µs long bunch that is directed to the cylidrical double Penning trap JYFLTRAP [28] , which consist of two traps within the same 7.0 T superconducting magnet separated by a 50 mm long, 2.0 mm in diameter (1.5 mm at IGISOL-4) channel. The ion bunch is captured in the first of the traps, called the purification trap. The purification trap, filled with low pressure helium, can be used as a high MRP (≥ 10 5 ) filter for the ions. The filtering is done by applying multipole RF fields to the azimuthally 8-fold split ring electrode at the center of the trap.
The movement of the ions in the Penning trap consists of three eigenmotions: axial motion along the magnetic field, and two radial motions perpendicular to it. The lower frequency magnetron motion, with frequency ν − , is essentially mass independent, while the higher frequency reduced cyclotron motion, ν + , exhibits a mass dependence. The sum of the frequencies is called cyclotron frequency ν C , that satisfies the equation
where q and m are the charge and mass of the ion, and B is the magnetic field [36] .
The ion purification, i.e., selecting the ions with the mass of interest, starts with an initial cooling period. Next, a dipolar RF field is applied to the Penning trap ring electrode at the magnetron frequency ν − . It excites the magnetron motion without affecting the other eigenmotions. Since magnetron motion is mass independent, all ions are moved to an orbit away from the trap center. The amplitude of the dipolar field is chosen such that the radius of the orbit will be so large that no ion can pass the narrow channel between the purification trap and the second trap upon the release from the purification trap.
After the dipolar excitation, a radial quadrupole RF field with the cyclotron frequency ν C of interest is applied. This causes a coupling of the radial eigenmotions and a conversion of the magnetron motion to the reduced cyclotron motion for the ions that satisfy equation 1. As the result, the magnetron radius of the selected ions decreases. This increases their reduced cyclotron motion radius momentarily, but the collisions with the buffer gas will finally decrease also the ν + amplitude, due to which the ions of interest are centered in the trap and can be extracted out of the purification trap through the aperture. With this technique, m/∆m ≈ 10 5 is reached. The purification process is described in detail in refs. [37, 28, 38] .
The ions were counted with a multichannel plate (MCP) detector located at ground potential outside of the trap magnet. Since the trap is located at 30 kV high voltage, the released ions are accelerated over this voltage. A detection efficiency of ≈ 60 % is, as compared with ≈ 20 % for a few keV ions. Examples of the resulting spectra that are used to determine the fission yields are shown in figure  1 . Strictly speaking, they are cyclotron frequency spectra, inversely proportional to mass. As a good approximation, they can be considered as mass spectra, and hence called such in the following.
Since the ionization mechanism is the fission itself, the independent fission yield of an isotope is directly proportional to the intensity of the corresponding peak in the mass spectrum. Since the time from fission to the ion detection was relatively long, from 341 ms up to 1300 ms, an appropriate radioactive decay loss correction needs to be applied for the most short-lived isotopes. The fission yield distributions can be extracted from the corrected yields. Since both the ion guide efficiency and the transmission efficiency through the RFQ and the Penning trap can depend on the chemical properties of the isotope [39, 30] , usually only the isotopes of the same element were compared.
Each measured mass spectrum was associated to a reference mass spectrum. In the experiments at IGISOL-3, the reference was recorded before and after each mass scan, and, if possible, the same reference isotope was used for all isotopes of a certain element. The mass spectra were measured in an irregular sequence to avoid any systematic drift of experimental conditions that may skew the determined distribution of fission yields. In addition to the mass spectrum, a history spectrum showing the count rate variation along the course of the experiment was generated. These history spectra could be used to correct for element-independent fluctuations of the mass separated beam intensity [29] . These fluctuations turned out to be mostly due to the instability of the manual control system of the dipole magnet [29] . Later, a more stable computer control was implement, which also allowed more frequent swapping to and from the reference mass number. In the experiments at IGISOL-3, a mass spectrum consisted of 20 -100 consecutive Penning trap frequency scans, each scan having one ion bunch per a frequency point. Reference mass spectra typically consisted of 20 -50 frequency scans.
In the experiments at IGISOL-4, the fast computer control allowed a change of mass number after every three or four frequency scans, until a sufficient number of scans (typically 30) was performed, see figure 2. This difference has some impact on the analysis of the yields and the choice of the reference. In comparison to earlier measure-ments, 2 -4 reference isotopes were used for each element. The choice of the reference isotopes is discussed later in section 2.2.
It is worth noting that the yields were determined from mass spectra such as shown in figure 1 , each spectrum having several peaks. In order to have better control over the measurements, each spectrum had to have at least one mass peak with a sufficient yield. As an example, the highest rate of 111 Pd ions is less than 1 ion per bunch. At such a rate it is difficult to notice any variations of the count rate, for example, due to primary beam fluctuation. The
111 Rh mass peak in the same spectrum provides a more sensitive monitor for the stability of the yield. A sufficiently wide frequency range also allows the determination of yields of several nuclides simultaneously.
In the analysis, the number of counts in a mass peak was used as the measure of its intensity. This choice is discussed in detail in ref. [29] . As seen from figure 1, there are very few background counts in the spectra, so there was usually no need for background subtraction. Nevertheless, the mass resolving power is an important aspect in the analysis of the mass spectra. In mass numbers A < 125, a MRP of the order of 10 5 is sufficient and overlapping of mass peaks is rare. For the heavier fission products, a higher mass resolving power is needed to properly separate the mass peaks due to various reasons:
-the valley of beta stability bends towards more neutron rich nuclei -the fission products in the heavy mass peak are on the average less neutron rich than in the light mass peak (charge polarization) which brings the distributions closer to the valley of stability -above A = 130 the mass parabola is wider and shallower than below, bringing the masses within each isobar closer to each other -the mass resolving power of the Penning trap gets lower at higher masses. The resonance frequency ν * of an isotope is inversely proportional to its mass, while the resonance width ∆ν * remains constant. Thus, for the same mass difference ∆m the frequency difference ∆ν * is smaller for heavier isotopes.
The most difficult region for resolving the mass peaks is at A = 128 -136. The maximum of fission yield falls in between the stable isotopes and the doubly magic 132 Sn, whose increased binding energy due to nuclear structure reduces its mass close to that of stable nuclei. The mass differences are small and as such proper resolving of the mass spectra is challenging. The presence of the natural xenon isotopes, used as a mass calibration gas at IGISOL-3, were harmful for tin, antimony and caesium measurements, and made it impossible to determine the yields of tellurium and iodine. While the space charge due to the most abundant isotopes 129,131,132 Xe prevented any measurements whatsoever, even the less abundant isotopes reduced the resolving power enough to make the mass spectra irresolvable, except for the mass peaks of isotopes furthest from stability. At IGISOL-4, where the use of natural xenon as a calibration gas was avoided, the situation was better but resolving the mass spectra was still quite challenging.
After determining the ion rate after the JYFLTRAP Penning trap, the aforementioned corrections due to radioactive decay and count rate fluctuations were applied to the isotopic yields. For details, see ref. [29] . The isotopic yields are determined from the ratios of the count rates of the reference isotope and the isotope of interest. The normalised isotopic yields are given in tables 3 -12. The uncertainty includes both the statistical uncertainty as well that due to the applied corrections.
Stable isotopes
Since the technique is based on ion counting, it allows in principle determination of the fission yields of long lived and stable isotopes as well as the radioactive ones. Some stable isotopes are produced directly in fission. In 25 MeV proton-induced fission of natural uranium studied in this work, such isotopes include e.g. Ba. Determining the independent fission yield of stable isotopes is however challenging in practice, since stable isotopes, not directly produced in fission, are ionised in the IGISOL target area and observed in the mass spectra as well. Their presence can be seen in figure 1 , where the isotopes of cadmium appear in mass numbers A = 110 -113. The vast majority of cadmium isotopes produced in fission has a mass number A >115. In addition to cadmium, the ions of stable isotopes of Ge, As, Se, Br, Kr, Rb, Sr, Mo, Cd, In, Sn, Te, I and Xe have been observed in the measurements. In the following, these ions are called stable background, if it is necessary to distinguish them from the stable isotopes produced in fission.
The origin of all stable background is not yet fully understood. A very small amount of material is needed, since the intensity of the stable background ion beams is in most cases less or of the same order of magnitude than that of fission products. Of the observed elements, gaseous krypton and xenon are present as impurities in the helium gas. They are ionised by the fission fragments and scattered primary beam, and also by the beta and gamma radiation from the decay of the fission products stopped in the ion guide. Xenon was earlier used for the mass separator calibration and intentionally added to helium. In more recent experiments use of xenon has been avoided. Indium wire is used for gas sealings. Several trace elements, including e.g. cadmium, molybdenum, arsenic, selenium, antimony, tin, zinc and lead are present in human sweat [40] , although separator parts should not have been handled without gloves during mounting.
The most severe impact of the stable background ions on the yield measurements is that some are produced so abundantly that the space charge they build in the Penning trap reduces its transmission. The isotopic yields of germanium and gallium are shown in figure 3 . The yield is reduced at A=79 and A=81 for both elements, which is due to the presence of stable bromine. In the case of bromine, the intensity of the background bromine beam Sequence of mass spectra used to determine the isotopic yields of Pd isotopes. The horizontal scale is the Penning trap excitation frequency, so the mass of the isotopes increases to the left. The frequency in all spectra is given relative to the palladium mass peak position. The vertical scale is the average number of ions per bunch. A low rate in the A=112 mass spectrum is due to transmission efficiency fluctuation, which is corrected for in the calculation for the isotopic yield. The mass peaks labeled in bold are those of stable isotopes. The stable Cd isotopes are not fission products but impurities, while most of the stable 110 Pd seems to be fission products. The same mass spectra could also be used to determine isotopic yields of several Rh and Ag isotopes. The history of A=88 has been scaled in such a way that it mimics the reference A=90 yield, see [29, 31] for details. The total measurement time is longer at IGISOL-4 because of higher frequency resolution and longer frequency range of each mass scan.
is several orders of magnitude higher than that of any fission products. A similar reduction has been observed because of Rb (A=85,87; not in current data), I (A=127; IGISOL-4 only) and Xe (A=131,132,134; IGISOL-3 only). The intensity of the stable background beams varies between measurements, and the space charge due to them is not always sufficient to influence the trap transmission.
An effort was also made to estimate the intensity of the stable background beam and subtract its contribution from the yield of stable isotopes originating from fission. The starting point for each element was the ion yield of a stable isotope that certainly was not produced in fission. The rate of other stable background isotopes was estimated from the natural abundance ratios. However, it turned out that the intensity of the background did not always follow the natural abundances, which makes the question of their origin even more puzzling. From the current point of view of fission yield measurements it is important that their presence is recognized and taken into account in the analysis.
Choice of reference isotopes

IGISOL-3
In the experiments performed at IGISOL-3, typically one isotope of each element was selected as a reference isotope. The requirements for an optimal reference isotope were -the mass peak of a reference isotope should not overlap with any other mass peaks -the mass peak should be a single peak, not consisting of two or more close-lying isomers -the half-life of the reference isotope should be relatively long or sufficiently well known to avoid uncertainty due to decay correction. -the reference isotope should (usually) be close to the maximum of the isotopic yield distribution.
In practice, some criteria had to be relaxed. This was related to the optimal use of the available beam time resources. Figure 1 shows the mass spectra used to determine the fission yields of palladium. The yields of several rhodium and silver isotopes can be deduced from the same spectra. The spectra shown in figure 1 are not sufficient to determine the whole isotopic yield distribution for rhodium and silver. The remainder was determined against a reference other than A = 115, which allowed a simultaneous measurement of the yields of the next elements. The way to combine the measurements against different reference isotopes is described below.
The region around mass number A = 130 has isobars with very small mass differences, resulting in many overlapping mass peaks. The reference isotopes for elements from xenon to lanthanum were thus chosen relatively far from stability. Some overlapping of reference mass peaks could not be entirely avoided, since the choice also had to balance with the lower yield and shorter, less well known half-life of the isotopes far from stability.
Reference isotopes with isomers could neither be totally avoided. When the half-lives of isomers are long enough, tens of seconds or longer, the effect of the isomeric ratio to the deduced yields is however negligible.
The last criterium, having the reference isotope close to the maximum of the yield is related to achieving appropriate counting statistics faster for the reference. However, the highest possible yield for the reference is not always optimal. Low yield of the isotopes far from stability can be boosted with higher primary beam intensity. The reference isotope rate needs to be measured with the same primary beam intensity to have the same conditions in the ion guide. The counting rate of the reference isotope is limited by the pile-up limit in the MCP detector [29] , which partly dictates the upper limit for the primary beam intensity. The other limiting factor is the total amount of ions (space charge) in the Penning trap, which is less of a concern than the pile-up limit, provided any contaminating stable ions are not involved. Therefore, isotopes far from stability can often be more effectively measured against a nearby isotope with a similar count rate and using more intense primary beam.
Usually, a reference isotope of the same element was used. On some rare occasions, the intensity of the appropriate reference isotope could not be determined from the reference spectrum. In such cases, each separately discussed in section 3, an isotope of a different element was used as a reference. Even though the transmission efficiency is different for different elements, the relative efficiencies change slowly, as shown in ref. [30] . Comparison against any element in the reference spectrum thus gives the same shape of the yield distribution. In addition to Zr, Nb and Mo isotopes discussed in ref. [30] , the stability of the relative transmission efficiency has been investigated by comparing the ratios of 123 In/ 123 Sn, 96 Sr/ 96 Y and 74 Zn/ 74 Ga in the reference mass spectra. The variation of these ratios stayed within the statistical fluctuation during the length of the experiment -Zn/Ga ratio for nine hours, and Sr/Y ratio for four hours.
For the final result the isotopic yields are further normalized to 100 corresponding to the height of a Gaussian fit to their distribution. This normalization makes it easier to compare different distributions since it is less arbitrary than setting some reference isotope to 100. In addition, the Gaussian fits are utilized in combining the isotopic yields measured against different reference isotopes. This is explained in more detail below.
IGISOL-4
In the measurements at IGISOL-4 a slightly different approach to the selection of the reference isotopes was adopted.
Unlike at IGISOL-3, the dipole magnet used to select the mass number A of the ions collected in the RFQ, was computer controlled. This allows changing between the measured mass and the reference mass in significantly shorter intervals than before. In a typical measurement the reference mass number was scanned over the range of interest three times. Then the mass number was changed, which took 10 -20 seconds, depending on the magnitude and direction of the magnetic field change. The mass of interest was then scanned three times. This was repeated until sufficient statistics was reached. A typical yield measurement consists of 30 -50 frequency scans for both the mass of interest and the reference mass, see figure 2.
At IGISOL-4, the mass difference between the studied and the reference isotope was minimised, firstly to reduce the dipole magnet current change between the isotopes, and secondly, to maintain a similar ion counting rate for both isotopes (see discussion above).
In each IGISOL-4 measurement, one reference was used for a set of 3 -4 isotopes. Then, a new subset with another reference was started. The subsets overlapped in at least one, preferably in two mass numbers. If necessary, a third and even fourth subset was collected to cover the whole isotopic yield distribution.
The yield subsets were combined so that the reference of a subset was matched to the yield in the previous subset by multiplying the subset by an appropriate factor. In a typical case of bromine isotopes the 86 Br set was multiplied by 4.178, see table 1. Since the uncertainty of the next reference isotope yield is zero, its final uncertainty comes from the measurement against the previous reference ( In some cases all subsets could not be linked to a reference isotope, see for example the case of tellurium isotopes in table 1. If the subsets had only one common isotope, the joint subset was multiplied by an appropriate factor, but now the factor has an uncertainty that is quadratically added to the uncertainty of the isotopes in the multiplied set. If there were two common isotopes, as in the case of second and third tellurium reference subsets, the multiplication factor is determined so that the yield of one isotope is above and the yield of another below the value in the previous subsets. One adjusted yield needs to be an equal amount above the established value than the other is below. This equal amount is however not in absolute yield units but in the total uncertainty of the difference. In the case of tellurium, As a last step, the yields are normalised so that the height of a Gaussian fit to each isotopic distribution equals 100. These values are shown for bromine and tellurium in the last column of table 1. These are also the IGISOL-4 yields shown in tables 3 -11.
Auxiliary data. There were some additional data collected at IGISOL-4 that can be used to determine the isotopic yields of elements that are heavier than lanthanum. Consecutive mass scans up to A= 157 were performed to locate the mass peak regions. Proper yield measurements against a reference mass spectrum were made only up to A = 142. Such spectra were collected in three relatively short (2-3 hours) periods. Fission yield distributions from Te to Pm can be constructed from these data by taking the mass peak intensities and correcting them for the decay losses. It is relatively safe to assume that the conditions did not vary too much during the scan. In addition, the same mass spectra were collected three days apart with slightly different trap settings. The ratio of the extracted yields from the two separate measurements vary less than the statistical uncertainty.
Gaussian fit of the isotopic yield distributions
A Gaussian fit was used to determine the centroid A p and width σ A of each yield distribution. The fit parameters -the centroid position A p , the height Y and the width σ A -were not fixed, and the fit was weighted with the uncertainty of the data points. Since the uncertainty of the yield for the reference isotope is set to zero, the fitted Gaussian must go through the reference yield data point. This removes one degree of freedom from the fit, which is taken into account in the calculated quality of the fit,χ 2 . Some data sets were insufficient in such a way that the Gaussian fit did not converge before either A p or σ A was fixed on the basis of a priori knowledge. These are discussed case by case in section 3.
The height Y of the fitted distribution was used to normalise the yield distributions. In particular, when the yields were determined against two different reference isotopes, the Gaussian fits were used to normalise the data before combining the experimental values. Similar normalisation was also utilised in combining the IGISOL-3 and IGISOL-4 measurements. This is described in the next section.
Combining yield measurements
The result of the analysis is a ratio between the count rates in the mass peaks of the isotope of interest and its reference isotope. The same isotope could be measured Some yield distributions were measured with respect to two equally significant reference isotopes. For eight elements -As, Se, Br, Rh, Ag and Cd in 25 MeV and for Rb and Cs in 50 MeV proton-induced fission -there are two partly overlapping yield distributions, both consisting of at least four isotopes. These distributions were combined after they had been normalised using Gaussian fits. In the following, the "yield distribution determined against a reference isotope A Z" is called " A Z set" for short. A Gaussian shape was fitted to the different reference isotope sets. The centroid A p and the width σ A of the fit are given in table 2. Since both sets describe the same isotopic yield distribution, A p and σ A of the fit should be the same. Typically, the centroids are in agreement; for 85 Br set the fit does not however converge without fixing the centroid. In the widths there is more disagreement: those of selenium sets differ as much as 1.7σ, which is still statistically plausible, but the disagreement between cadmium sets is over 4σ.
The height of the fit was used to scale the yield sets before combining them. The experimental yields were scaled so that the fits have equal height. The relative uncertainty of the fitted height Y, δY, was quadratically added to the uncertainty of the scaled yields. The distributions were merged using a weighted average for the overlapping yields. Figure 4 displays the procedure for rhodium yields.
The method of constructing the yield distribution from the reference sets at IGISOL-4 is described above in section 2.2.2. The final yield distributions of IGISOL-4 measurements are also normalised so that the height of a Gaussian fit to the distributions equals 100. Whenever the isotopic yield distribution was measured at both IGISOL-3 and IGISOL-4, the results are combined using weighted average of the overlapping yields. Before combining, the relative uncertainty of the height Y of the Gaussian fit to the yield distribution was quadratically added to the uncertainties of the experimental yield values. Finally, the combined yield distribution was fitted with a Gaussian and the fit height normalised to 100.
Results
The obtained independent yields in 25 MeV proton-induced fission are given in tables 3 -11 and the yields in 50 MeV proton-induced fission in table 12. Yields are normalised so that the height of a Gaussian fit to each isotopic distribution equals 100. Suspicious values are given in parenthesis. An interpolated yield is given for the missing or suspicious yields in square brackets. A yield value without an uncertainty is that of a reference isotope. If the final yields were obtained by combining two distributions (see section 2.4), an uncertainty was assigned also to the yields of the reference isotopes in this process. For 14 elements only one reference isotope was used. These reference isotopes, whose yield uncertainty is assigned to zero, are 115 Rh ( 115 Rh set, squares, offset right, red online). The yields are scaled so that the height of a Gaussian fit to both sets equals 100. The scaled sets are combined as described in the text. For the final isotopic yields the combined yields are fitted by a Gaussian, whose height is normalised to 100. In case of Rh, this last normalisation shifts the values only by ≈1 %. For clarity, only the Gaussian fit to the final values is shown. The shaded area represents the 1σ confidence band of the fit. 31, 52, 53) were measured only at IGISOL-4. For elements heavier than lanthanum (Z = 57) there is only a partial measurement at IGISOL-4. For xenon, the IGISOL-3 and IGISOL-4 distributions are so different that they could not be combined.
The results requiring further remarks are discussed in more detail in the following.
25 MeV proton-induced fission
Zinc and gallium
Isotopic yield distributions of zinc and gallium were measured at IGISOL-4 only.
The presence of a significant amount of natural 79,81 Br ions reduces the transmission through the JYFLTRAP severely in mass numbersA = 79 and A = 81. The experimental fission yields in these mass numbers could thus not be determined. In 74 Zn leads to very narrow distribution (1.12 ± 0.07) that clearly differs from neighbouring Ga and Ge (1.474 ± 0.033 and 1.501 ± 0.014, respectively). On the other hand, the yield of 75 Ga is deduced from the same mass spectra, and the Gaussian fit of the independent yield distribution of gallium with both 74,75 Ga can be performed without difficulty. There is however a considerable doubt that the experimental yield 69.6 ± 5.4 for 75 Zn is too low and needs to be remeasured. The interpolated values are given for both 74, 75 Zn in table 3 in square brackets.
Germanium
For Ge, the measurements were made both at IGISOL-3 and IGISOL-4. The measurements are in excellent agreement.
The presence of the natural Br ions prevents determining the yields of 79,81 Ge. The stable isotope 76 Ge is produced directly in fission. The production of the next stable germanium isotope, 74 Ge, is 40 times higher than that of radioactive 75 Ge, which indicates that natural germanium is ionised. The fission yield of 76 Ge was deduced by subtracting the natural yield, which was estimated from the abundance ratio of 74 Ge and 76 Ge. As discussed above, the stable isotope beam intensities do not always seem to follow the natural abundances. In the case of 76 Ge, the subtracted value agrees with the value interpolated from 75,77 Ge yields.
Arsenic
Arsenic ions have a lower transmission through JYFLTRAP than the neighbouring elements. Therefore, the arsenic yields typically have lower statistics and thus a larger uncertainty than the other elements whose yield are determined in the same mass spectra. Although the arsenic yields were determined from the measurements at IGISOL-3, these data have been omitted. The precision of the IGISOL-4 measurement for arsenic is so much better that it solely determines the final yields, if the results are combined. Nevertheless, the IGISOL-3 data is not in disagreement with the newer IGISOL-4 data.
Selenium
At IGISOL-3, the selenium yields were determined against 
Krypton
Krypton ions are among the most reactive species in the gas-filled traps: they neutralise easily.
The krypton yield measurement at IGISOL-4 covered 87−91 Kr with 88 Kr as the primary and the only reference. The directly obtained yields were scattered without any obvious logic. Since the whole isobaric chain was measured for each mass, the krypton yields could be analysed also via the isobaric yield distributions. In figure 5 the isobaric yield distributions for A = 88 and A = 89 are shown. The yield of krypton is clearly reduced in both isobars. Excluding krypton and assuming no significant difference in the behavior between the other elements, the isobar can be fitted with a Gaussian. The stable 88 Sr is background and not included in the fit. Incidentally, the width of these fits, shown as a dashed curve in figure 5 , is σ Z ≈ 0.73, only slightly more than the typical 0.69 -0.71 average of the charge distributions quoted in [12, 18, 41] . In addition, the charge distribution centroids agree with the ones measured for 25 MeV proton-induced fission in [12, 18] . The open circles in figure 5 indicate the yield expected for the krypton isotopes on the basis of interpolation.
It is seen from figure 5 that a larger fraction of 89 Kr (≈ 90 %) is neutralised than 88 Kr (≈ 70 %). The isobars are deduced from the yield measurement of A = 89 isotopes against A = 88 isotopes as reference. Furthermore, since 88 Kr was used as a reference, there were several runs of A = 88. All measurements showed the same 70 % reduction of 88 Kr as compared with the other elements. This repeatiability shows that the difference between the krypton isotope transmission was not due to random fluctuation.
Since krypton isotopes have same chemical behavior, there must have been a difference in circumstances after the mass number selection with the dipole magnet. The selection and amount of atomic ions in the RFQ and the Penning trap is very similar for both masses. The only possible stable atomic background in A = 88 is 88 Sr and in A = 89 89 Y, neither which were seen in the mass spectra. Still, intense molecular ion beams could have been present. The Penning trap mass scan frequency range is set to select atomic fission products. The slightly heavier molecular ions remain unobserved. However, they are also selected with the dipole magnet, collected in the RFQ and sent to the Penning trap. If the molecular ions are numerous enough, they can have a similar impact on the trap efficiency as stable bromine beams.
The upper panel in figure 5 shows the time of flight of ions from the Penning trap to the MCP for A = 88 and A = 89, respectively. The TOF peaks corresponding to masses A = 88 and A = 89 are at ≈180 µs. For A = 88 basically only A = 88 ions are seen in the TOF spectrum. In the A = 89 TOF spectrum a significant amount of other ions with a time of flight of ≈100 µs are observed. The mass spectrum corresponding to this 100 µs time of flight peak is flat, showing that these ions are leaking out of the Penning trap independent of the trap frequency. The presence of these ions is an indication that the conditions in the Penning trap are different for A = 89 than for A = 88.
The IGISOL-4 fission yields for krypton in table 5 have been deduced repeating a similar interpolation as shown in figure 5 for A = 88,89 for isobaric chains A = 87 -91. The isotopic yield distribution deduced this way is in agreement with the IGISOL-3 measurements.
Zirconium and molybdenum
No stable background yttrium beam has been observed at IGISOL. As another non-volatile element, zirconium is ex- pected to behave in the same way. The yield of stable 96 Zr is 44.7±6.3 %, while its fission yield extrapolated from the radioactive Zr isotopes is 38.3±8.0. This is consistent with all the 96 Zr coming directly from fission and supports the assumption that stable zirconium is not present.
The stable molybdenum isotopes 96,97,98,100 Mo have abundances 16.7, 9.6, 24.1, and 9.3%, respectively. The fission yield distribution fitted to the radioactive molybdenum isotopes shows that there are more 98,100 Mo than expected from fission. The observed intensities of the stable molybdenum beams do not however follow the expected abundances; the intensity of 96,97 Mo is significantly less. More precisely, if 100 Mo is fixed to an abundance of 9.3%, the observed abundances of 96,97,98 Mo are 0.4, 0.3 and 10.6 % (instead of 16.7, 9.6 and 24.1). This underlines the fact that the ionisation mechanism of the stable background isotopes is not properly understood, and the subtraction of their contribution that was successfully performed for 76 Ge and 82 Se is not necessarily applicable for all elements. The experimental yields for stable molybdenum isotopes are given in parenthesis in table 7. No attempt was made to subtract the stable background contribution. Instead, the interpolated yield values from a fit to the radioactive isotopes are given in square brackets. 
Technetium and ruthenium
For the yields of technetium and ruthenium the same A = 109 reference spectra were used. The observed yield of 106 Tc is much lower than expected. So far unexplained difficulties have been encountered in the precision mass measurements at A = 106 at JYFLTRAP, one possible explanation being an unknown isomer in 106 Tc with a half-life of about half a second. This could also explain the low yield of 106 Tc in the current experiments, however, such an isomer has not been found so far. Rh is so small that their mass peaks cannot be resolved. The estimated Rh contribution in the mass peak is however too small to explain the excess yield. The whole A = 106 case requires a remeasurement.
No attempt was made to subtract the possible stable background contribution of 104 Ru from the yield. Instead, the experimental yield is shown in parenthesis and the extrapolated fission product yield in square brackets. 
Cadmium
The yields of 115−122 Cd were determined against 119 Cd, and the yields of 120−127 Cd against 123 Cd. The A = 119 mass spectra were used as a reference also for palladium and silver, while A = 123 mass spectra were used as a reference for indium, tin and antimony. The distributions were combined using a similar normalization than for e.g. Ag, Rh, Pd or Br. Unlike in all other cases, the two distributions are in poor agreement with each other (table  2) . The widths and centroids of the 119 Cd and 123 Cd sets disagree. The Gaussian fit to 123 Cd set is sensitive to the weighting, since all the yields are on the same side of the distribution centroid. This does however not explain the discrepancies between the 119 Cd and 123 Cd sets. A systematic, mass-dependent error could in principle explain the observed differences, but the same effects should be seen for indium isotopes, for which 123 In was used as the reference isotope. This is not the case.
A further analysis of yield distributions shows that the 119 Cd set is in better agreement with the yield distributions of neighboring elements. The yields for Cd were eventually combined by using the 123 Cd rejected from the final analysis. New measurements are needed to confirm the Cd yield distribution.
Indium, tin and antimony
The yields of indium, tin and antimony were extracted from the same mass spectra. The reference mass A = 123 was close to optimal for indium and chosen such that the yields of cadmium and tin could also be extracted against the same reference. From this point, the experiments at IGISOL-3 were not continued towards heavier elements because of contamination from stable xenon isotopes. The most abundant xenon isotopes prevented measurements in mass numbers A = 129,131 and 132. The less abundant allowed proper measurements only further from stability. The yield of antimony was therefore not measured against an appropriate reference isotope. However, the frequency range of the collected mass spectra in the A = 123 reference set covered also antimony mass peaks for A ≥ 126. 
Practically no
123 Sb is produced in fission, which itself is a stable isotope. The yield of antimony isotopes were determined against 123 In instead. Since the ratio of 123 Sn to 123 In remained constant throughout the measurement, it is reasonable to assume that conditions stayed stable for antimony as well.
The IGISOL-4 measurements were in general more precise than those at IGISOL-3. This is particularly true for tin and antimony. The IGISOL-4 independent yields for antimony agree for the most part with IGISOL-3, which further supports the use of an indium reference isotope for antimony. The 133 Sb yield is however in disagreement. For the final yield of 133 Sb, a weighted average is adopted, as usual. The uncertainty is calculated from the difference of the two disagreeing values.
The vast majority of In, Sn and Sb nuclei is known to have isomeric states. Of the studied isotopes only 126,133 Sn and 127,133 Sb do not have a long-lived isomer. In addition, these states are irresolvable with the mass resolving power in these experiments. This increases the uncertainty of the decay loss corrections, in particular when the isomers have very different half-lives and the isomeric ratio is not known. In [42] the isomeric ratios for 30 isomers were determined in 24 MeV proton-induced fission of 238 U. These values were utilised whenever possible. If nothing else was known, an equal production of isomeric states was assumed. The difference of the decay loss corrections for the isomers was used to estimate the uncertainty of the applied correction.
In particular, 123 In used as a reference isotope has two isomers with different half-lives (6.17 s and 47.4 s). Their isomeric ratio is not known. An equal population of isomers in fission was assumed. The upper limit of the decay loss correction uncertainty was estimated to be ± 3 %. This uncertainty was not added to the calculated yield ratios. Instead, after the final normalisation of the independent yield distribution of indium, a 3 % uncertainty was added to the 123 In normalised yield. The mass difference between 129 Sb and 129m Sb is so large that the mass peaks can be resolved from the A = 129 spectrum. The decay corrections can be applied independently to each isomeric state. The combined yield seems however to be 15% higher than expected.
Tellurium and iodine
Due to the presence of natural xenon isotopes, only the yield ratio of 138 I and 139 I could be determined at IGISOL-3. This result agrees with the IGISOL-4 measurement.
At IGISOL-4, use of xenon as a calibration gas has been intentionally avoided. Although there is still a small amount of xenon as an impurity in the helium, all mass numbers could be measured. The challenge of properly resolving the densely packed mass peaks however remained, and not all mass peaks were resolvable.
A few tellurium isotopes have isomers separated by 1 -2 Hz. This makes fitting peaks difficult, since the isomers broaden and skew the tellurium mass peak, so that its width cannot be fixed in the fit. Most of the tellurium mass peaks could be resolved without a fit, even though the peak tails were overlapping with antimony and iodine. 134 Te with no known isomers could be resolved from 134 I by a fit, while 132 Te remained unresolved. Tellurium is the lightest isotope for which the auxiliary data from IGISOL-4 yield measurement preparation can be utilised. The yields for 135−137 Te agree with the properly measured values. It has to be noted that while data are lacking for 128, 130, 132 Te, the fit is very sensitive to the yield of 129 Te. Resolving the iodine mass peaks was even more challenging than tellurium.
133,135 I could not be reliably resolved, the major problem being that A=133 was used as a reference mass.
133 Te was used as a secondary reference isotope instead. In addition, since the fitted tellurium yield distribution always lies below the experimental yield of 134 Te, it is likely that the 134 I yield should be higher. 133−135 I have the highest fission yield of all the iodine isotopes. The yields of 133,135 I could not be determined and the 134 I yield is suspicious, which adds uncertainty in the distribution parameter fit.
Xenon, cesium, barium and lanthanum
In the IGISOL-3 measurements the yields for elements from xenon to lanthanum were deduced against the same A = 141 reference set. The aim was to have a mass spectrum where all four reference peaks were as well separated as possible. In particular, the reference isotope 141 Xe is quite far from stability. This results in a large uncertainty close to the maximum of the yield distribution. For barium the reference isotope 141 Ba is in the middle of the yield distribution. The main issue for barium isotopes is correcting the yield fluctuations due to the dipole magnet.
Basically no xenon mass peaks could be resolved for A < 137 either at IGISOL-3 or IGISOL-4. At IGISOL-3, resolving the mass peaks of even more neutron-rich xenon isotopes required fitting, while at IGISOL-4 only the tails of the mass peaks were overlapping. Combining the results becomes difficult, since the maximum of the fission yield distribution seems to be below A = 137. Utilising the A = 135 mass spectrum of the auxiliary mass spectra and subtracting the estimated contribution of 135 Cs and 135 I on the basis of I and Cs yield distributions allowed estimating the yield of 135 Xe. The centroid of the Gaussian fit to the yields of 135 Xe and 138−142 Xe is A p ≈ 136.6. It was however not possible to scale the xenon yield distributions from IGISOL-3 and IGISOL-4 in such a way that they could have been combined. In table 11 no combined yield for xenon isotopes is thus given.
Similar to xenon, the mass peaks of cesium in A < 138 are irresolvable. At IGISOL-3 there was indication that the yield of 137 Cs was higher than that of 138 Cs. At IGISOL-4 the 137 Cs mass peak could not be properly resolved, but its yield was clearly smaller than that of 138,139 Cs. Using the yield of 137 Xe as a reference, the yield of 138 Cs was determined to be 91 % of the yield of 139 Cs, indicating that the maximum of the distribution is close to A = 139. The same 138 Cs/ 139 Cs yield ratio was determined also using 137 I as a reference. The 137 Cs yield value from the IGISOL-3 measurement was rejected and the IGISOL-3 and IGISOL-4 results combined.
In the fit of the cesium yield distribution the yield of 141 Cs was excluded. Its independent yield is always about 15 % higher than the fit. The same excess is observed in the 50 MeV proton-induced fission. It is unlikely that this is a real effect due to nuclear structure. The 141 Cs halflife is so long (24.9 s) that the effect cannot come from decay corrections. The centroid of the combined yield distribution becomes 138.94 ± 0.05. The fit is sensitive to the 138 Cs yield, determined using 137 Xe( 137 I) as a reference. The centroid can be compared to a linear interpolation of the centroids of neighboring Sb, Ba and La distributions determined in this work, which gives 138.8 ± 0.2. In Tracy et al. The IGISOL-4 measurement extended only up to A = 142. Therefore, they did not contribute heavily to the lanthanum yield measurements. However, the ratio 141 La/ 142 La = 0.6015 ± 0.0168 was determined. Since 141 La was used as a reference isotope in the IGISOL-3 measurements, the value can straightforwardly be applied to adjust the yield of 142 La. The IGISOL-4 measurement is so precise that it almost solely determines the 142 La yield and increases it by 60%. In fact, the Gaussian fit to the IGISOL-3 yield distribution strongly suggests that the determined 142 La yield is too low.
50 MeV proton-induced fission
The yield measurement with 50 MeV protons was made for fewer elements than for 25 MeV protons, however covering as many different fission regions as possible: zinc and gallium in the wing of the light mass peak, rubidium, strontium and zirconium in the middle of the light mass peak, palladium in the region of symmetric fission and cesium in the heavy mass peak. Yields of rubidium and cesium were important since they gave a direct comparison to the work of Tracy et al. [43] for the verification of the Penning trap-based fission yield measurements [29] . These measurements took place at IGISOL-3.
Rubidium
The rubidium yield distribution was determined with respect to 88 Rb and 91 Rb. 88 Rb as a reference has the disadvantage in that it is at the side of the yield curve, while 91 Rb is close to the maximum. The yield curve using 91 Rb as a reference has been published in [29] where it was compared to the Rb yields determined by Tracy et al. [43] . The agreement between the 91 Rb set and reference [43] 
Cesium
Similar to 25 MeV proton-induced fission, the obtained 137 Cs yield was exceptionally high. Since this high yield was not seen in the later measurements in 25 MeV fission, it seems likely that the high yield of 137 Cs is due to background ions that cannot be distinguished from 137 Cs in the mass spectrum. The 137 Cs yield is thus not included in the Gaussian fits of cesium isotopic fission yield distribution. The open symbols represent AUNC -Ap deduced from the auxiliary data described in section 2.2.2. AUNC corresponds to the proton/neutron ratio of the compound nucleus 239 Np. The predictions of Rubchenya [44, 45] and Wahl [46] [47] [48] models are given for comparison (lines). . The open symbols represent widths deduced from the auxiliary data described in section 2.2.2. The predicted widths from Rubchenya [44, 45] and Wahl [46] [47] [48] models are given for comparison (lines).
Discussion
Summary of the yield distributions
The experimental results of the independent isotopic fission yield distributions can be summarized with the positions A p and widths σ A of the yield distributions for each element. In order to visualise the evolution of A p it is compared to the unchanged nucleon composition value A U N C , which has the same neutron/proton ratio as the 239 Np compound nucleus. In our earlier paper [31] A U N C was referred to as A U CD , where UCD stands for unchanged charge distribution. Since there is a UCD model [50] , which assumes uniform proton density in the fissioning system during the fission process, but also takes into account the emitted neutrons, the term used here is modified to avoid confusion. The difference between A U N C and A p is displayed in figures 6 and 8 for 25 MeV and 50 MeV proton-induced fission, respectively. Two experimental values are given for cadmium and xenon, since the current measurement cannot distinguish between the two deduced possibilities. The distribution width σ A is shown in figure 7 for 25 MeV and in figure 9 for 50 MeV proton-induced fission.
The difference A U N C -A p can be interpreted as an average total neutron emission for each element. However, the data cannot distinguish at which stage the neutrons were emitted: during the formation of the compound nucleus, during the decay of the compound nucleus (the exci- [48, 6, 7, 5, 49] . The agreement between the mass yields is poor.
tation energy is sufficient to allow a second change fission after neutron emission), or from the fragment.
As well as the properly measured isotopic yield distributions, the fit results for the auxiliary data measured as described in paragraph 2.2.2 are displayed with open circles. In addition to the experimental results from this work, the difference A U N C -A p is shown for the Rubchenya fission model [44, 45] , the General fission (GEF) model [?] as well as for the Wahl model [46] [47] [48] . Since the main goal of this paper is publishing experimental results, the models are summarised in the following only very briefly.
The Wahl model [46, 47] is based on interpolating the systematic trends of the experimentally known fission yield distributions. The available experimental distributions are fitted and the evolution of the fit parameters is studied as a function of the mass number A c , total charge Z c and excitation energy E * c of the compound nucleus. The independent yields are extracted from two models that give different perspective on the yield distribution: Z p model, describing the most probable nuclear charge and its dispersion for a given fission fragment mass number, and A p model, describing the mass distributions of fission fragments. Fragment distributions are used as the basis of the model instead of product distributions, because the sum of the mass number of the complementary fragments is that of the fissioning system.
Since the yields from the Wahl model are based on the least squares fit of parameters of another fits, the model tends to smooth out the possible fine structure present in the empirical data. This is readily observed in figures 6, 8, 7, 9 , where the predicted trends of the isotopic yield distribution location and width are monotonic as compared the more detailed variation of the predictions of the Rubchenya model. The data used for comparison are taken from the UKFY4 data base [48] . The yields of 25 MeV proton-induced fission of 238 U are linearly interpolated from the yields for 20 MeV and 30 MeV proton-induced fission of the data base, while yields of 50 MeV proton-induced fission are taken directly from the data base.
While the Wahl model observes only the final outcome of the fission, the Rubchenya model [45] explores and models all the stages of the process to predict the fission yields. First, the formation of the fissioning compound nucleus is modelled. Neutron and proton emission during the preequilibrium stage is described using the two-exciton model and Monte Carlo approach. The mass, charge and excitation energy distributions of the compound nuclei are calculated. Second, the decay of the excited compound nuclei either via the statistical particle emission, gamma emission or fission is modelled. The fission width is considered to be both time and nuclear friction dependent. The primary fission fragment mass yield distributions are calculated using a multimodal approach with five fission modes: symmetric, two asymmetric, and two superasymmetric. The parameters of the fission modes are obtained from fits to the experimental data. Isobaric charge distributions of the primary fragments are considered to be due to quantal fluctuations of the isovector nuclear matter density at the finite scission neck. Finally, the de-excitation process of the heated primary fragments via particle excitation is modelled to obtain the fission product yield distributions.
The GEF model developed by K.H. Schmidt is a general description of fission process. The model is comprehenisvely described in [51] and [52] . The open GEF source code is availailable at [53] . Significant to the GEF model is that it stresses the role of nascent fragments as the source of shell effects in the fission process. Similarly to the Rubchenya model, GEF takes in the account the entire fission process starting from the formation of the compound nucleus (entrance channel), follows the dynamical evolution of the system up to scission utilising statistical mechanics to predict the distribution of energy in the system, and finally considers prompt particle (neutron) emission from the fission fragments, which is needed to predict the fission yields. Moreover, the competition between the particle emission, gamma emission and fission from excited states has been be modelled to be able to consider multichange fission.
The GEF model parameters have been adjusted in a global fit to experimental data. Unlike in Wahl model, the fitted parameters are not direct observables, but physical parameters such as fission barrier heights, nuclear level densities and partial decay widths of nulear states. Approximations and global fits of parameters are favored over microscopic calculations to ensure fast computing and predictions for fissioning systems of which no empirical data are available. The GEF model allows to fine tune its parameters for a better local performance. The calculations shown in this paper are made with GEF version 2015/2.2 [53] using default parametrisation without adjustments.
All models predict the largest difference from A U N C in the region of the symmetric fission, from where the difference is expected to gradually decrease towards both the light nuclei and the region of the heavy mass peak above doubly magic 132 Sn. This reflects the view that in symmetric fission the fission fragments are more excited and evaporate more neutrons. This picture is however not fully supported by the experiment. The experimental difference A U N C -A p is almost constant from Z = 38 (strontium) to Z = 48 (cadmium) before it starts declining towards the heavy mass peak region. Elsewhere the trends predicted by the models are followed. The actual values are closest to the predictions of the GEF model, in particular up to Z = 50. Above Z = 50, Wahl interpolation and Rubchenya model are doing better.
The A p values deduced from the auxiliary data do not fully agree with the more precisely measured experimental data. The values seem to be systematically smaller, the reason of which is unclear. Nevertheless, it can be concluded from the auxiliary data that the difference A U N C -A p keeps increasing beyond lanthanum (Z = 57), as predicted by the models.
The experimental widths of the isotopic distribution, as well as the widths predicted by the models, are displayed in figure 7 . The models predict wider isotopic yield distributions in the region of symmetric fission, in accordance with higher excitation in symmetric fission. The experimental widths however do not follow the predicted trend but remain more or less constant from Z = 40 to Z = 48. This lower-than-predicted dispersion region interestingly coincides with the "flat" region of A U N C -A p distribution. While GEF model gives the best prediction for the centroids of the isotopic distributions, the predicted widths are considerably higher than the experimental ones. Therefore, Rubchenya model seems to have the best overall agreement with the data.
The experimental widths deduced from the auxiliary data set (open circles in figure 7) show an interesting tendency of narrower isotopic yield distributions towards the heavier elements. This is clearly against expectations. Since it is based on shortly measured auxiliary datasets, it can be due to some hidden experimental error. Nevertheless, it suggests that at least some clarifying experiments on 25 MeV proton-induced fission yields are still needed in the heavy mass peak.
The obtained data are more sparse for 50 MeV protoninduced fission. GEF model seems to predict the centroids of the isotopic yield distributions most accurately, but yields far too wide distributions, for which the measured yields seem to support the Rubchenya model predictions.
Absolute independent yields
The independent isotopic yields can be converted to absolute yields, if the mass number yields are known. The mass number yield Y A for mass number A is
In the equation Y A,Z is the independent yield of an isotope A Z and Y n A,Z the normalized independent isotopic yield (as given in tables 3 to 11). The independent yields can be calculated from the normalised isotopic yields by multiplying by k Z , a scaling factor for element Z. A mass yield distribution of fission consists of about 100 Y A values, while there are less than 50 isotopic yield distributions. This gives enough equations to solve the scaling factors k Z .
Mass number yield
Data on the mass number yields in proton-induced fission is sparse. The mass yields for 25 MeV proton-induced fission of 238 U have been experimentally determined in the work of Baba et al. [5] . In addition, mass yields have been determined for 20 MeV proton-induced fission in ref. [7] , for 22 MeV proton-induced fission in ref. [49] , and for 26 MeV proton-induced fission in ref. [6] .
In [5] the cumulative yields of 15 isotopes and the independent yields of four shielded isotopes were determined utilising chemical separation and subsequent 4πβ-and 4πβ − γ-coincidence counting. The mass yield curves were fitted with three Gaussian distributions. The data and the details of the fit given in [5] are used to reproduce the fission mass yield distribution displayed in figure  10 . The data in [5] is so sparse (19 measured mass yields) that the full distribution has to be constructed by a fit. The original approach with three Gaussian distributions is adopted in the present work, since a fit with two asymmetric modes (five Gaussians) does not improve the fit.
In references [7] and [6] the fission products recoiling out of a thin target were observed in a scattering chamber. The fission recoils and their energy were detected using either position sensitive avalanche counters [7] or Multi-Wire Proportional gas Counters (MWPCs) [6] . The mass assignments were based on kinetic energy and time of flight measurements. In [7] the mass yields were deduced for 20, 35, 50 and 60 MeV, in [6] for 26.5 and 61 MeV proton-induced fission of 238 U. In [49] mass yield (and kinetic energy) distributions for 22 MeV proton-induced fission of 238 U were determined using a pair of surface-barrier silicon detectors. 2E-technique was applied to a fission product pair observed in coincidence. A strict coincidence gate was used to reduce the number of random coincidences. The silicon detectors were carefully calibrated and the ion dependent pulse height deficits were taken into account.
These four experimental mass yield distributions are presented in figure 10 . All distributions are normalised to 200%. In addition, the semi-empirical mass yield curve based on the Wahl model [46] is displayed. The data is taken from the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency UKFY4 data base [48] . The yields for 25 MeV proton-induced fission are achieved by linearly interpolating between the tabulated yields for 20 MeV and 30 MeV proton-induced fission.
It is readily seen that these mass yield distributions do not agree with each other. Slightly different proton energies in each experiment can be a partial reason of the differences, however, the disagreement of distribution in [6] is too large to be explained. The effort to deduce the independent fission yields in 25 MeV proton-induced fission utilising equation 2 was thus carried out separately for each experimental distribution.
Absolute independent isotopic yields
Before aiming to calculate the absolute independent fission yield, it has to be noted that not all the normalised isotopic yields Y n A,Z were determined in the experiment. Gaps in the yield data need to be addressed.
Firstly, the experimental isotopic yields were replaced by Gaussian fits of the distributions, whose parameters are shown in figures 6 and 7. This covers missing isotopes and to some extent extrapolates towards the wings of the distribution. Secondly, the distributions for heavy elements (Z > 57) were taken from the model of Rubchenya [44, 45] which seems to reproduce the data sufficiently well, except for elements 35 < Z < 45.
The set of scaling factors k Z that would fulfil equation 2 was investigated separately for each mass yield distribution shown in figure 10 . An additional restriction is that the charge of the complementary fission products must be conserved. In this requirement proton evaporation from the compound nucleus and ternary fission are neglected as rare processes. The results are shown in figures 11 and 12 for the mass yields from UKFY4 data base [48] and from Isaev et al. [6] , respectively. In the legend of the figures the complementary elements whose total charge equals Z = 93 are placed on the same row. Note that the shown independent isotopic yield distributions in these figures are not the experimental ones but Gaussian approximations.
The displayed mass yield distributions are the two which differ most of the investigated ones. However, as seen from figures 11 and 12, such a set of scaling factors k Z can be found for each of them that the quality of the fit,χ 2 , is roughly equal. Furthermore, after the factors k Z have been adjusted so that the isotopic yields reproduce the mass yield distribution, the independent yields Y A,Z as well as the isobaric charge distributions Y A (Z) can be constructed. The expected width of charge distributions is σ Z ≈ 0.70 [12, 18, 41] , as discussed above in section 3 in connection with krypton yields. The average width of the charge distributions from the data show in figures 11 and 12 σ Z = 0.717 ± 0.092 and 0.719 ± 0.095 for UKFY4 data base [48] and Isaev et al. [6] mass yields, respectively. The widths of the charge distributions that were constructed from isotopic yield distributions and a mass yield distribution thus agree with the experimental widths, known from the literature and supported by the current data. The same result was achieved for all investigated mass yield distributions [48, 6, 7, 5] showing that no conclusions can be made on the accuracy of the mass yield distributions on the basis of the current isotopic yield data.
Conclusions
In this work the independent isotopic yield distributions in 25 MeV proton-induced fission of nat U were determined Fig. 11 . The isotopic yield distributions in 25 MeV proton-induced fission, adjusted to the mass number yield distribution from [48] .
for elements 30 ≤ Z ≤ 57. In addition, tentative isotopic yield distributions were determined for elements 58 ≤ Z ≤ 61. In 50 MeV proton-induced fission of nat U the isotopic yield distributions were determined for Zn (Z=30), Ga (Z=31), Rb (Z=35), Sr (Z=36), Zr (Z=40), Pd (Z = 46) and Cs (Z=55).
The yield distributions were compared to theoretical predictions of Rubchenya [44] , Schmidt (GEF code) [51, 52] and the semiempirical model of Wahl [46, 48] . The distribution centroids predicted by the GEF model were in better agreement with the data for 25 MeV protoninduced fission. The widths of the distributions were however predicted better by the Rubchenya model. Although the data were more sparse for 50 MeV proton-induced fission, it supported the GEF model predictions for the centroids and Rubchenya model for widhts as well. The experimental widths of the distributions were smaller than predicted by any of the models. The discrepancy from the models was most significant in the region of the symmetric fission. The Rubchenya model shows the best overall agreement with the experimental data.
An effort was made to combine the mass yields from literature with the isotopic yields determined in this work to find the independent fission yields in the 25 MeV protoninduced fission. Technically the isotopic yields could be combined with a mass yield distribution. This combination worked equally well for all mass yield distributions from the literature, which on the other hand do not agree with each other. The deduced independent yields thus strongly depend on the applied mass yield distribution. The accuracy of the mass yield distributions has to be determined separately, before the isotopic yields can reliably be converted to independent fission yields. The isotopic yield distributions in 25 MeV proton-induced fission, adjusted to the mass number yield distribution from [6] .
